The City of Tucson, in partnership with bikeshare service provider, Shift Transit, and bikeshare manufacturer and supplier, PBSC Urban Solutions, has launched Tugo Bike Share in Tucson, Arizona. As of November 17, bikes can be rented from over 30 docking stations, located in and around the University and downtown areas. Tugo membership enables users to bike for free for up to 30min, followed by a $2 charge for every subsequent 30min of use. Standard membership costs $8 per day, $18 per month, or $80 per year. Discounted annual Tugo Bike Share membership is available for senior citizens and registered qualified individuals, for $65 and $5 respectively.
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LA Metro interested in MicroTransit partnership (Photo by Next City)

NASA & Uber partner to develop flying taxi pilot (Photo by Smart Cities DIVE)

Lyft & Carlson Wagonlit Travel form partnership (Photo by Carlson Wagonlit Travel)

GM launches Maven Gig car rental in Baltimore (Photo by The Baltimore Sun)

Dockless bikeshare, Ofo, launches in Dallas, TX (Photo by Ofo)

Ride cheaper with Uber's "Express POOL" service (Photo by Uber)

Dockless bikesharing is coming to the Twin Cities (Photo by USPTO)

UberEATS expands food delivery service to Hawaii (Photo by Pacific Business News)

Elementary School PTA in MD partners with Lyft (Photo by My MC Media)

Zagster bikeshare service coming to Tallahassee, FL (Photo by Zagster)

DC pilot increases drop-off zones for ride-hailing (Photo by City Lab)
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